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Preface 
 
Complete Syllabus through Question Bank: The best way to prepare for an exam like GATE is through a 
comprehensive study of previous-year question papers. It takes less time to cover most part of the syllabus. Solving the 

previous GATE questions helps aspirants to understand the exam pattern, knowing the level of questions, and predict the 
pattern. At the same time, you may be aware that just knowing the answers of previous-year question paper is just not 

enough.  

For example, if the question is: The teahouse is a feature of which type of landscape architecture? And you learnt that 
the answer is ‘Japanese Garden’. It is best to support the answer with additional notes & figures about different types of 
gardens, i.e. French, English, and Chinese, etc. One reason for providing such notes is that it is rarely possible that in the 
next few years, the same question will be repeated. But it is quite possible that if a question is asked from a related topic, 

you should answer it if you have gone through additional studies or notes.  

Essential Notes: Providing answer with essential notes & explanation is the main features of this Question Bank. It’s 

been tried to cover the maximum part of the syllabus through providing supportive notes and answer itself.  

QR-code based book: We have been using QR-code based deep learning for our GATE reference books since 2015. 

It gave us encouragement when it came to news that a teacher 

Ranjitsinh Disale won $1mn Global Teacher Prize 2020 for using QR-

codes based book for teaching in school. 

This book is very concise. It contains a very exhaustive source of 

reference material for a deep understanding of the subject. So, it has 

QR-codes. Scan the code for further studies if you need. There are 

many QR code scanners available on Google Play Store or apple App 

Store. 

We recommend, you scan the QR-codes with the app that comes with 
your phone itself. Installing the ‘QR Code Reader’ app from the Google 

Play Store or the Apple App Store may contain advertisement that could 
be irritating and downgrade reading experience. Some phone can scan 

QR-codes directly with its camera itself without any app! 

All Pages Color Printed: All pages and illustrations of this Question Bank are color printed. Paper published by National 
Center for Biotechnology Information; US suggests that there are positive effects of color illustration on cognitive 

process.  

Complete Package: This question bank contains question papers of last 33 years from 2023 to 1991. All it makes it the 
complete Question Bank. When you go through all these, you will get an idea of how question pattern and trend has 

changed over time. This will greatly help you to focus on the part of the syllabus which are frequently asked in exams.  

Feedback: We keep improving the contents of this book through the feedback and suggestion from the readers. You are 
always welcome for your valuable suggestion and feedback about this book. If you find better contents or alternative 

solution, send us to gatearchitecture@gmail.com 

We request you to write a fair review on the ecommerce webpage from where you have bought the book. 

This book should provide an edge to your study. Hopeful that it will make you confident and feel easy on question pattern. 

Fab Quote” 

“The interesting observation is to try to work with people, but even more than that, to try to make them successful. If 
you try to make others successful, they, in turn, will try to make you successful. No matter how brilliant you are, no 

matter how good you are, no matter how hard you work, if you rely only on yourself and believe you don’t need the 
help of others, you are sadly mistaken. If you engage everybody around you by helping them, they will help you, in 
turn. And you will be more successful than you ever dreamed of.”   – Former Director, Goldman Sachs 

  

Happy reading. Make most of this book. We wish you all the best for GATE 2024. 
 

  

Scan to know more about Ranjitsinh Disale, 

Winner of Global Teacher Prize 2020    
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Benefits of Colour Illustration 

Why is the Question Bank COLOUR printed?  

A color printed book has numerous benefits to the readers in comparison to a black & white printed 

book. Following are the articles published in reputed journals and media elaborating the impacts of  

color illustrations. (Color: US spelling, Colour: UK spelling) 

Color Images More Memorable Than Black and White (Article) 

Psychologists have found that colors enhance an individual's visual memory. From a series of 

experiments, researchers learned that subjects were more likely to recall the color version of an image 

than the same scene in black and white. The results, which appear in a issue of the Journal of 

Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory and Cognition, also indicate that natural colors make a difference.  

 

Felix Wichmann of the Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics and his colleagues conducted five experiments, using subjects 

with normal vision. Participants initially viewed 48 images, half in color and half in black and white. The picture subjects fell into 

four different categories: landscapes, flowers, rock formations and man-made objects. Each category provided a different check on 

the results. For example, the flower pictures varied in terms of color, not shape, but those of rock formations offered the opposite. 

After presenting these images, the team mixed in 48 new scenes, showed the entire set of 96, and then recorded whether the subjects 

remembered the originals. The color images, they found, made much longer-lasting impressions than did the black-and-white ones. 

 

To assess whether the visual memory system treats natural color and false color differently, the 

researchers presented subjects with altered images, such as scenes with reddish grass. They found 

that people did not remember these scenes any better than they did the black-and-white versions. 

According to study co-author Karl Gegenfurtner, this indicates that the visual memory system is 

tuned to the color schemes of the natural world. "If stimuli are too strange," Gegenfurtner says, "the system simply doesn't engage 
them as well." Advertising or design industries might do well to take note of the findings. To catch someone's eye, bright colors 

might be best, but if "the aim is more to have an image 'stick' in the viewer's memory," Wichmann suggests, "unnatural colors may 

not be suitable." 

 

(Author: Greg Mone, 2002, Scientific American: https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/color-images-more-memorab/) 

 

The Influence of Colour on Memory Performance: A Review (Research Paper) 

Human cognition involves many mental processes that are highly interrelated, such as perception, attention, memory, and thinking. 

An important and core cognitive process is memory, which is commonly associated with the storing and remembering of 

environmental information. An interesting issue in memory research is on ways to enhance memory performance, and thus, 

remembering of information. Can colour result in improved memory abilities? The present paper highlights the relationship between 

colours, attention, and memory performance. The significance of colour in different settings is presented first, followed by a 

description on the nature of human memory. The role of attention and emotional arousal on memory performance is discussed next. 

The review of several studies on colours and memory are meant to explain some empirical works done in the area and related issues 

that arise from such studies. 

Introduction 

Memory refers to the mental process of encoding, retaining, and retrieving environmental information. How the human cognitive 

system deals with the memorization process remains the centre of research among cognitive psychologists. One of the most interesting 

and challenging questions in contemporary memory research is on ways to enhance human memory performance. Many variables 

have been proposed to contribute to the retrieval operations and one of the variables is colour, which will be discussed thoroughly in 

the present paper. 

Colour is believed to be the most important visual experience to human beings. It functions as a powerful information channel to the 

human cognitive system and has been found to play a significant role in enhancing memory performance. Colour can be very effective 

in learning and educational setting, marketing, communication, or even sport. For instance, a marketing study has found that colour 

can increase brand recognition by up to 80%. Most advertisements use colour as one of the important element in influencing people’s 

attention, attitude towards the product, and pressuring decision making. According to White, coloured advertisements can attract 

people to read the advertisement up to 42% more often than the non-coloured advertisement. This shows the importance of colour in 

making the information or message more attractive to the public. 

In the educational setting, higher demand is put on excellent academic achievement. The extent to which students utilize their 
cognitive abilities is also important and may contribute to better academic achievement. The cognitive abilities of the students refer 

to the way the students perceive, pay attention, remember, think, and understand the lessons. There need to be strategies to facilitate 

the learning process and colours can play a role in motivating students to learn and profit from their educational experiences. 
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SYLLABUS GATE 2023 

 

Architecture and Planning (AR): New Pattern 

 

The Paper contains General Aptitude (GA) section (15 Marks) as applicable for all papers of GATE 2023. 

The Paper consists of two parts covering the syllabus: Part A (60 marks) and Part B (25 marks). 

Part A is compulsory for all the candidates. 

Part B contains two optional sections: Part B1 (Architecture) and Part B2 (Planning). 

Candidates have to choose any one of these during the examination! (Part B1 or Part B2) 

 

Highlighted texts below are the syllabus part from which questions were asked in GATE AR 2023 and the superscripts are the 

question numbers. 

 

Part A: General 

Section 1: Architecture, Planning and Design 

Architectural Graphics11; Visual composition in 2D and 3D (48 Nume.); Computer application in Architecture and Planning13; 

Anthropometrics; Organization of space23; Circulation- horizontal and vertical; Space Standards; Universal design26; Building 

byelaws; Codes and standards; 

 

Section 2: Construction and Management 

Project management techniques e.g. PERT, CPM (46 Nume.) etc.; Estimation(45 Nume.) and Specification; Professional practice and 

ethics12, 36; Form and Structure; Principles and design of disaster resistant structures; Temporary structures for rehabilitation; 

 

Section 3: Environmental Planning and Design 

Natural and man-made ecosystem16, 28; Ecological principles; Environmental considerations in Planning and design; 

Environmental pollution- types, causes19, 27, controls and abatement strategies; Sustainable development33, goals34 and strategies20; 

Climate change and built environment; Climate responsive design; 

 

Section 4: Urban Design, landscape and Conservation 

Historical and modern examples of urban design; Elements of urban built environment –urban form, spaces, structure, pattern, 

fabric, texture, grain etc.; Concepts and theories of urban design17; Principles, tools and techniques of urban design; Public spaces, 

character, spatial qualities and Sense of Place; Urban design interventions for sustainable development and transportation; 

Development controls – FAR, densities and building byelaws30.; Urban renewal and conservation; heritage conservation14, 25; 

historical public spaces and gardens22, 38; Landscape design; Site planning; 

 

Section 5: Planning process 

Salient concepts, theories and principles of urban planning; concepts of cities - Eco-City, Smart City; Concepts and theories by 

trendsetting planners and designers21,31; Ekistics; Urban sociology; Social, Economic and environmental cost benefit analysis41; 

Methods of non-spatial and spatial data analysis; Development guidelines such as URDPFI15, 76; 

 

Section 6: Housing 

Housing typologies; Concepts, principles and examples of neighbourhood; Residential densities32; Affordable Housing71; Real 

estate valuation (47 Nume., 49 Nume.); 

 

Section 7: Services and Infrastructure 

Firefighting Systems24; Building Safety and Security systems35; Building Management Systems; Water treatment; Water supply 

and distribution system; Water harvesting systems39, (44 Nume.); Principles, Planning and Design of storm water drainage system; 

Sewage disposal methods37; Methods of solid waste management40 - collection, transportation and disposal; Recycling and Reuse 

of solid 

Waste42; Land-use – transportation - urban form inter-relationships; Design of roads, intersections, grade separators and parking 

areas; Hierarchy of roads and level of service; Para-transits and other modes of transportation, Pedestrian and slow-moving traffic 

planning; 

 

Part B1: Architecture 

Section B1.1: History and Contemporary Architecture 

Principles of Art and Architecture; World History of Architecture57: Egyptian, Greco-Roman classical period, Byzantine, Gothic, 

Renaissance, Baroque-Rococo, etc.; Recent trends in Contemporary Architecture: Art nouveau56, Art Deco, Eclecticism, 

International styles, Post Modernism, Deconstruction in architecture, etc.; Influence of Modern art and Design in Architecture; 

Indian vernacular and traditional Architecture53, Oriental Architecture; Works of renowned national and international architects29, 

58, 60; 

 

Section B1.2: Building Construction and Structural systems 

Building construction techniques, methods and details; Building systems and prefabrication of building elements; Principles of 

Modular Coordination51; Construction planning and equipment; Building material characteristics and applications50, 55; Principles 

of strength of materials64; Alternative building materials; Foundations; Design of structural elements with different materials; 

Elastic and Limit State design; Structural systems65; Principles of Pre-stressing; High Rise and Long Span structures, gravity and 

lateral load resisting systems; 

  

New 
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Section B1.3: Building Services and Sustainability 

Solar architecture61; Thermal54, visual62 and acoustic comfort in built environments52; Natural and Mechanical ventilation in 

buildings; Air-Conditioning systems; Sustainable building strategies; Building Performance Simulation and Evaluation; 

Intelligent Buildings; Water supply; Sewerage and drainage systems63; Sanitary fittings and fixtures; Plumbing systems59; 

Principles of internal and external drainage system; Principles of electrification of buildings; Elevators and Escalators - standards 

and uses; 

 

Part B2: Planning 

Section B2.1: Regional and Settlement Planning 

Regional delineation; settlement hierarchy; Types and hierarchy of plans; Various schemes and programs of central government67; 

Transit Oriented Development (TOD), SEZ, SRZ etc.; Public Perception and user behaviour66; National Housing Policies, 

Programs and Schemes.; Slums, Squatters and informal housing; Standards for housing and community facilities; Housing for 

special areas and needs; 

 

Section B2.2: Planning Techniques and Management 

Application of G.I.S and Remote Sensing techniques in urban and regional planning77, 79; Tools and techniques of Surveys72 – 

Physical, Topographical80, Land use and Socio-economic Surveys; Urban Economics, Law of demand and supply of land and its 

use in planning; Graphic presentation of spatial data; Local self-governance43, Panchayati Raj institutions78; Planning Legislation 

and implementation74 – Land Acquisition Act, PPP etc.; Decision support system18 and Land Information System; Urban 

geography and econometrics; Management of Infrastructure Projects; Demography and equity in planning; 

 

Section B2.3: Infrastructure Planning 

Process and Principles of Transportation Planning73 and Traffic Engineering; Road capacity and Travel demand forecasting70, (81 

Nume.); Traffic survey methods, Traffic flow Analysis68; Traffic analyses and design considerations75; Traffic and transport 

management and control in urban areas; Mass transportation planning; Intelligent Transportation Systems; Urban and Rural 

Infrastructure System Network. 

 

General Aptitude (15 marks) 

Verbal Aptitude 

Basic English grammar: tenses1, articles, adjectives, prepositions, conjunctions, verb-noun agreement2, and other parts of speech 

Basic vocabulary: words, idioms, and phrases in context Reading and comprehension6 Narrative sequencing8 

 

Quantitative Aptitude 

Data interpretation: data graphs (bar graphs, pie charts3, and other graphs representing data), 2-and 3-dimensional plots10, maps, 

and tables  

Numerical computation7 and estimation: ratios, percentages, powers, exponents and logarithms, permutations and combinations9, 

and series  

Mensuration and geometry Elementary statistics and probability 

 

Analytical Aptitude 

Logic: deduction and induction, Analogy, Numerical relations and reasoning4,5 

 

Spatial Aptitude 

Transformation of shapes: translation, rotation, scaling, mirroring, assembling, and grouping Paper folding, cutting, and patterns 

in 2 and 3 dimensions 
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(C)  Purple, Green, Orange                                 (D)  Magenta, Blue, Yellow  

 

Figure: Primary colors. There are two types of primary colors, 

additive and subtractive. To put it simple, the additive primary 

colors are those obtained through the light it emits: red, green 

and blue. The combination of these three results in white. The 

subtractive primary colors are the ones associated with the 

subtraction of light: cyan, magenta and yellow, the colors used 

in four-color printing. The combination of these results in 

black. Image credit: Paulo Vitor Bastos. 

 

 

Figure: Secondary colors. We can obtain a set of 

secondary colors within each group of primary 

colors. Secondary colors are created by the 

combination of any two primary colors in the same 

proportion. In the additive color space the secondary 

colors are cyan, magenta and yellow. In the 

subtractive color space the secondary colors are red, 

blue and green. Image credit: Paulo Vitor Bastos. 

 

 

 
Figure: RGB.  Red, green and blue, are the primary additive colors, they correspond to the primary colors of light, each of 

which stimulates one of the three types of our eye’s color receptor. These three colors mixed cover a large part of the colors 

perceived by humans, and thus produce a good representation of the human color experience. Media that emits light, such as 

monitors and televisions, will use this color model. Image credit: Paulo Vitor Bastos. 

 

 

  
Figure: CMYK. Cyan, magenta and yellow are the primary subtractive colors, they correspond to the primary colors of 

pigment. Theoretically black can be obtained by mixing cyan, magenta and yellow, but in reality, a fourth pigment, black, is 

added to give more depth since the black generated only by combining the other 3 colors is not satisfactory commercially. 

The “K” in CMYK refers to “key”, being the Cyan, Magenta and Yellow printing plates carefully keyed or aligned with the 

key of the Black key plate. Image credit: Paulo Vitor Bastos. 

    

Q.12 The criterion that is specifically mentioned in Special Conditions of Contract (SCC) is ……… 

(A)  Scope and performance of the work                        (B)  Site mobilization advance   

(C)  Labour regulation                                                    (D)  Arbitration and law  

Special Conditions of Contract (SCC) means the special conditions of contract setting out specific deviations from the 

General Conditions of Contract (GCC) and other relevant provisions and data, which are to be read in conjunction with the 

General Conditions of Contract.         

Example of SCC: Display of Notice Boards at Work Sites. The contract winner shall put up display notice board at each project 

site where the works are in progress indicating the required information. 

Options (A), (C) and (D) comes under GCC. (Marks to All) 

 

Q.13 The command employed in AutoCAD® to create a mesh from a line or curve that is swept along a straight path (as 

shown in the figure below) is ………….. 
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Q.32 With reference to planning and design of housing, identify the correct statements.    

(P) Gross population density is higher than net population density  

(Q) Gross population density is lower than net population density  

(R) Net population density is directly proportional to area of the plot  

(S) Net population density is inversely proportional to area of the plot   

(A)  Both Q and S are correct                   (B)  Both Q and R are correct   

(C)  Both P and R are correct                    (D)  Both P and S are correct     

Population density is the number of people living in an area. Population density is usually expressed as the number of people 

living within a square Kilometer.    

Gross population density is the number of housing units divided by gross residential area. Gross residential area also includes 

non-residential area like parks, roads, school etc. 

Net population density is the number of housing units divided by net residential area. The net residential area includes only 

residential plot area (including access roads & incidental open spaces). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.33 Match the Mission in Group I with their objectives in Group II.    

 

Group I Group II Options 

(P)  National Mission on 

Enhanced Energy 

Efficiency   

 (1)  Gain better understanding of climate science, 

impacts, challenges by setting up climate research fund       

(A)  P-3, Q-5, R-4, S-1   

(B)  P-2, Q-5, R-4, S-3   

(C)  P-3, Q-4, R-5, S-1   

(D)  P-2, Q-5, R-3, S-4      

 (Q)  National Mission on 

Sustainable Habitat   

(2)  Weather insurance mechanism and afforestation of 

6 million hectares of degraded forest land      

(R)  National Water 

Mission   

(3)  Decrease energy consumption in large consuming 

industries      

(S)  National Mission on 

Strategic Knowledge for 

Climate Change   

(4)  20% improvement of water use efficiency through 

pricing        

 

  
Figure: Global population density. The height of the spikes relates to number of people living in an area, roughly in 2km x 

2km. The figure also infers that the world is essentially a barren land except India and Eastern China. So, it can be concluded 

that customized architecture has big scope in India. Image credit: data by GHS_POP, EU, Author: Alasdair Rae. 

 

 

 

  
Figure: India population density map. Indo-Gangetic plain 

as highest population density whereas the Deccan plateau 

has low population density. 
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Option (A) is incorrect. As per above formula, thermal diffusivity is directly proportional to thermal conductivity. 

Option (B) is incorrect. As per above formula, increase in specific heat capacity decreases the thermal diffusivity      

The thermal diffusivity of building materials is an extremely important parameter influencing the subsequent thermal comfort of 

building users. By definition, thermal diffusivity describes how quickly heat from a hot source can flow through a material. 

Therefore, this parameter includes both the thermal conductivity and the heat capacity of the material. 

For building materials, thermal diffusivity often depends on moisture saturation. For concrete, the ability to absorb water depends 

not only on the composition but also on the proportion of ingredients. For bricks, the change of moisture saturation causes a 

200% change in the value of the thermal conductivity coefficient and a 70% change in thermal effusivity. 

 

Q.55 Select the statement(s) which are NOT correct with respect to burnt clay bricks.   

(A)  Lime (<10% of clay) in carbonated form lowers the fusion point of bricks.   

(B)  Magnesia (>1% of clay) imparts red colour to the bricks.   

(C)  Iron Pyrites tend to oxidize and decompose the brick during burning.   

(D)  Alkalis (alkaline salts) when present in excess (>10% of clay) decrease the probability of efflorescence.     

Lime in brick clay has the following effects:  

1. Provide bondage  

2. Causes silica in clay to melt on burning and thus helps to bind it.  

3. In carbonated form, lime lowers the fusion point.  

4. Excess of lime causes the brick to melt and the brick loses its shape. 

 

Magnesia: Rarely exceeding 1 percent affects the colour and makes the brick yellow. A small amount of magnesia helps to 

decrease the shrinkage of bricks. This gives a yellow tint to the bricks. But excess of magnesia is not desirable as it tends to 

produce the decay of bricks. 

 

Iron pyrites (FeS2): These will decompose and oxide the clay during the 

burning of bricks. After oxidation a black discoloration will be produced on 

the bricks, making it look ugly. 

 

Alkalis (MgO, K2O):  

1. It lowers the fusion temperature and molts bricks  

2. Changes the shape of bricks or get twisted.  

3. These salts have hygroscopic action, they absorb moisture, present in the 

atmosphere and keep brick damp which is harmful for health and decays the 

structure. 

 
 

Salts: Salts such as sodium sulphate cause efflorescence.  

 

Q.56 Select the example(s) of Art Nouveau architecture.  

(A)  Basilica of the Sagrada Familia, Barcelona   

(B)  Chrysler Building, New York   

(C)  Eiffel Tower, Paris   

(D)  Mackintosh Building of the Glasgow School of Art, Glasgow 

      

Q.57 Match the buildings in Group I with their architectural feature in Group II.   

Group I Group II Options 

(P)    Erechtheion, Athens                         

(Q)   Temple of Karnak, near Luxor        

(R)   Hagia Sophia, Istanbul                

(S)    Pantheon, Rome                               

(1)   Hypostyle Hall    

(2)   Caryatid    

(3)   Pendentive    

(4)   Flying buttress    

(5)   Oculus    

(A)  P-2, Q-1, R-3, S-5   

(B)  P-1, Q-2, R-4, S-3   

(C)  P-3, Q-1, R-5, S-2   

(D)  P-2, Q-3, R-4, S-5        

 

Most repeated option: P-2    Q-1    R-4    S-5 

Probable answer: (A) or (D) 

Predicted answer was: Correct 

    

 
Figure: Efflorescence is the migration of a salt 

to the surface of a porous material, where it 

forms a coating. The essential process involves 

the dissolving of an internally held salt in water, 

or occasionally in another solvent. The water, 

with the salt now held in solution, migrates to 

the surface, and then evaporates, leaving a 

coating of the salt. 
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Q.58 Match the architects in Group I with their key architectural ideas in Group II.     

Group I Group II Options 

(P)    Ludwig Mies van der Rohe       

(Q)   Kisho Kurokawa                               

(R)   Richard Rogers                                 

(S)    Louis I. Kahn                                    

 (1)   Bowellism    

 (2)   Skin-and-bones architecture  

 (3)   Served and servant spaces  

 (4)   Dymaxion  

 (5)   Metabolism    

(A)  P-2, Q-5, R-1, S-3   

(B)  P-4, Q-1, R-3, S-5   

(C)  P-2, Q-1, R-5, S-3   

(D)  P-4, Q-5, R-1, S-2             

 

Most repeated option: P-2,4    Q-5,1   R-1   S-3 

Probable answer: (A)  

Predicted answer was: Correct 

  

    
Mies van der Rohe, famous for his saying “less is more,” was one of the preeminent modernist architects, well known for 

pioneering the extensive use of glass in buildings. His works introduced a new level of simplicity and transparency, and his 

buildings were often referred to as "skin-and-bones" architecture for their emphasis on steel structure and glass enclosure. 

Image (left): Mies van der Rohe, Image (middle): The Seagram Building, Image © Hagen Stier, Image (right): Tugendhat 

House. Image © isifa Image Service s.r.o./Alamy.  

 

    
Figure (Left to Right): Kikutake, Asada, Kawazoe, Kurokawa. Second Figure: Nakagin Capsule Tower Apartments, an 

Example of Japanese Metabolism.  charles peterson / Moment / Getty Images. 

Metabolism is an architectural movement founded in Japan between the late 50s and early 60s. Four young architects formed 

the group - Kiyonori Kikutake, Kisho Kurokawa, Fumihiko Maki, and critic Noboru Kawazoe, all heavily influenced by their 

professor, the national superstar-architect, Kenzo Tange. The main idea was to rethink society using architecture as a tool for 

potential change, speculating how buildings can change, grow, and evolve, literally. 

 

         
Figure: Bowellism is a modern style of architecture heavily associated with Richard Rogers.  The premise is that the services 

for the building, such as ducts, sewage pipes and lifts, are located on the exterior to maximise space in the interior. The style 

originated with Michael Webb’s 1957 student project for a Furniture Manufacturers Association building in High Wycombe. 
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 Odeon is the most comprehensive software for room acoustics. It is developed for calculating, simulating, 

and measuring the interior acoustics of relevant buildings. With the appropriate treatment even outdoor 

situations can be studied. It is ideal for the prediction of acoustics in concert halls, opera halls, auditoria, 

foyers, underground stations, airport terminals and industrial workrooms, as well as office environments, 

smaller lecture rooms, open-air venues, patios and atria. 

 Adobe Dreamweaver is a software for designing web pages. These HTML web pages are fully featured. This 

software provides a WYSIWYG i.e., ‘What You See Is What You Get’ interface for creating and editing the 

web pages. The Adobe Dreamweaver software supports many markup languages like HTML, XML, CSS, and 

JavaScript. It supports English, Spanish, French, German, Japanese, Chinese and others. The Dreamweaver was 

developed by Macromedia, and it was published in 1997. In 2005 the Adobe had purchased Dreamweaver and 

name it as Adobe Dreamweaver. 

 DesignBuilder has been developed to be used by a wide range of professionals such as 

architects, engineers, building services workers, energy consultants and related 

departments of universities. Some typical usage purposes are summarized below:       

• To evaluate facade options in terms of overheating, energy consumption and shading parameters.      

• Evaluation of the optimum use of daylight. Modelling of lighting control systems and determining the savings rate in the 

corresponding electricity.      

• To calculate the buildings in/around temperature, velocity and pressure distribution by using the CFD (Computational 

Fluid Dynamics) module.      

• Visualization of the site plan and shading.      

• Thermal simulation in buildings which are ventilated with natural ventilation.      

• Determining the capacity of heating and cooling equipment to include the issues to help HVAC design.      

• To provide material to design meetings for supporting interdisciplinary communication.      

• To be used in universities in energy modeling and simulation courses. 

 

Q.14 The main cable of a suspension bridge supports the deck with hangars. These hangars are equidistant along the length of the 

bridge and represent a uniformly distributed load. Assuming the cable to be weightless as compared to the applied loading, the best 

approximation of the shape that the cable takes for this loading is a ___________. (1 mark) 

(A) Catenary curve (B) Circular arc  (C) Parabolic curve (D) Hyperbolic curve 

Option (A) is wrong because a catenary curved is formed when its element has 

some weight and the whole system is influenced by the force of gravity only. But 

in the question, the self-weight of the element has been ignored. In the above 

question, the main cable can be considered as a simply supported beam at two 

ends and the hangers as UDL (uniformly distributed load). The deflection of a 

simply supported beam due to UDL conceives a parabolic profile. 

 

Q.15 Arrange the following road types in descending order of accessibility.  

(P) Arterial Road     (Q) Expressway     (R) Collector Road     (S) Local Street 

(A) Q-P-R-S      (B) S-R-P-Q     (C) S-P-R-Q     (D) P-Q-S-R 

Explanation: Local street is most accessible. (1 mark) 

 

Q.16 The following two-dimensional visual composition represents 

___________. (1 mark) 

(A) Interlocking     (B) Intersecting    (C) Interlacing     (D) Interpenetrating  

 

Q.17 The Golden Ratio refers to ___________.  (A) 1:√2  (B) 2:(1 +√5)  (C) 1:1 (D) 16:9 (1 mark) 

 

 The golden ratio (symbol is the Greek letter "phi" or “phai”) is a special number 

approximately equal to 1.618 

It appears many times in geometry, art, architecture and other areas. 

To get golden ratio, a line is divided into two parts so that: 

the whole length divided by the long part 

                             is also equal to 

                      the long part divided by the short part 

golden ratio: (a+b)/a = a/b = 1.61803398874989484820... It continues, with no pattern. Essentially, 

the Golden Ratio is known to be an irrational number. 

Formula derivation: 

𝑎

𝑏
 = 

𝑎+𝑏

𝑎
 

Splitting the right-hand fraction: 
𝑎

𝑏
 = 

𝑎

𝑎
 + 

𝑏

𝑎
 

𝑎

𝑏
  is the Golden Ratio φ, 

𝑎

𝑎
 =1 and 

𝑏

𝑎
 = 

1

φ
, which results in: 

φ = 1 + = 
1

φ
  

 
Figure: Intersecting pattern 

 

 

 
Figure: Interlocking pattern 

 

 

 
Figure: Example of a catenary curve. 
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Q.18 Hogarth’s Line of Beauty is a ___________. (1 mark) 

(A) Horizontal straight line     (B) Zigzag line     (C) Vertical straight line     (D) Serpentine line 

The artist William Hogarth wrote a book called The Analysis of Beauty. He proposed that the 

essence of beauty of line in painting, drawing, nature and design is not the simple geometry of a 

straight line or circle, or more subtle shapes such as the ellipse, but of curves that modulate from 

one gradient to another. Such a curve, the “S” curve is such a structure, and he called it “the line 

of beauty”. According to his theory, S-Shaped curved lines signify liveliness and activity and 

excite the attention of the viewer as contrasted with straight lines, parallel lines, or right-angled 

intersecting lines which signify stasis, death, or inanimate objects. He goes on to say that the S 

curve is the basis of all great art. (https://nicholaswells.com/hogarths-line-of-beauty/) 

 

  

 
Figure: Example of golden ratio in human anatomy. #Sketch2Remember  

 
Figure: From the book ‘The 

Analysis of Beauty’ by William 

Hogarth. He quotes “Though all 

sorts of waving-lines are 

ornamental, when properly 

applied; thou, strictly speaking, 

there is but one precise line, 

properly to be called the line of 

beauty, which in the scale of them 

is number 4: the lines 5,6,7 by 

their bulging too much in their 

curvature becoming gross and 

clumsy; and, on the contrary, 3, 2, 

1, as they straighten, becoming 

mean and poor…”  

 
Figure: Self portrait of William 

Hogarth.   

 
Figure: An attempt to illustrate what William Hogarth termed 

“the line of beauty.” 

 
Figure: Gestalt optical illusions illustrate how our perception creates a shape that is not   in fact there. 

With the image on the left, a sphere is visualized in the center with conical objects   extruding out from 

it. In reality, there is no sphere and there are no protruding cones; the   illusion of three dimensions is a 

product of how the entire image is cognitively processed.   Instead of being understood as a number of 

discrete elements, it is understood as a whole   and acquires meaning. The same effect can be considered 

for the image to the right. (L. Urquhart & A. Wodehouse 2018) 
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Length of side of a BIG square (adding all 9 small squares) =  10m – 4 x 0.3 = 8.8 m 

Volume of 9 depressions (BIG square) = 8.8m x 8.8m x 0.45m = 34.85m3 

So, Volume of reinforced concrete roof = 60 – 34.85 = 25.15 m3 

99% of 25.15 m3 = 24.90 Answer 

 

Q.49 The following graph represents the income distribution among the population of a country. The Gini Coefficient of the 

country (rounded off to three decimal places) is …………... (2 marks) 

Solution: 

 
Part B1 Architectural Section: Optional (Attempt either B1 or B2) 

 

Q.50(B1) Which of the following processes is used for surface treatment of metals? 

(A) Soldering (B) Thermoplating (C) Extrusion (D) Riveting 

 

Thermoplating is the process in which the object or the metal to be coated is heated first and then a coating of another molten metal 

is applied on it. In this process heat is used for coating. Example: ‘Tinning’ of brass utensils is a thermoplating process in which the 

utensils are heated first, and then a coating of molten tin is applied. 

Electroplating is the process where; electric current is used to plate the object or metal.  

 

Q.51(B1) Among the following monuments of ancient Greece, the only Octastyle Peripteral temple with eight towering Doric 

columns lining both east and west facades is ___________. 

(A) Temple of Athena (B) Temple of Apollo (C) The Parthenon (D) Temple of Horus 

 

Octastyle temple: It is an adjective in architecture having eight columns in the front, as a temple or portico. 

Octastyle peripteral temple with hexastyle portico: A method of designating or distinguishing the temples is by the number of 

columns in front, thus temples are called tetrastyle, hexastyle, octastyle, that is having five, six, or eight columns. It was peripteral, 

octastyle; that is, surrounded by a portico of columns, with eight to each façade. 

Portico: It formed the entrances to ancient Greek temples. The portico is a principal feature of Greek temple architecture and thus a 

prominent element in Roman and all subsequent classically inspired structures.  
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